Jet Reports is complete reporting inside Excel.
Get answers, do analysis, format business information—all in Excel.

Have Excel reports refreshed automatically, with the latest real-time information from your database,
formatted for impact and sent to your email each morning by Jet Reports.
►

►

►

Jet Reports is all Excel

Get immediate access to all your data. No data
warehouse or programing experience necessary.

Format your reports for impact

Create impact in your presentations using Excel
formatting, charting and formulas.

Consolidate information

Consolidate companies, departments, and modules
from Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV, GP, SQL, Access and
more.

►

Compare items

►

Quick implementation

►

Simplify your life.

Know what makes you profitable with easy comparisons
of revenue, cost and profit.

Install in as little as 5 minutes and start reporting
right away.

Connect directly to your data. No exporting, re-keying,
copying/pasting, or reformatting.
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Finance and Accounting

Jet gives you accurate, timely reporting when you need it.
Jet Reports makes your job easier. It’s all Excel.
► Get answers right away. Do all your reporting from inside Excel.
► Consolidate information from multiple companies and systems.
► Increase understanding of business data through Excel formatting,

charting, and calculations.
► Schedule reports to be automatically refreshed on your schedule.
► Automatically email or post reports to a server.

Timely and accurate information is crucial for the rest of your organization to apply the
numbers to their operations.

Management

Get results. Set goals. Track progress.

Track your Cash Position, Sales Reports, or Item Profitability at a moment’s notice.
► Get immediate access to consolidated information across companies,

departments, stores, warehouses, and systems.
► Unify your team using the same format for reports. Make comparisons.
► Get real-time results so you can act quickly.

Jet Reports puts your entire team on the same page in real time. Track relevant
numbers, trends, and performance against budgets and forecasts, then react
promptly. Everyone gets the information they need, when they need it. Sales
figures, quotas, inventory, market shifts—all are at your fingertips.
Managing cash flow is equally streamlined. Jet Reports lets you see exactly what’s
happening, and act on it. Watch your cash position throughout the day, monitor cash
projections and A/R, and do on-the-spot analyses to try out various business scenarios.

Information Technology (IT)

Empower end-users.
More control and flexibility for End Users. Less time commitment from you.
► Enable more users to create or modify reports themselves.
► No data warehouse to set up and maintain.
► Jet Reports is an Excel add-in that allows end users to take advantage of

Excel formatting and features they are familiar with.
► Integrates with Microsoft Dynamics and SQL databases.

Jet Reports empowers users with their own reports. Users simply access data from your
systems with their level of permissions. Help end-users get started, so they can modify or
build ad hoc reports as needed. With a working knowledge of Excel and business operations,
users can build and format their own reports.
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